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ABSTRACT

A Nanowire-based Platform for Ultra-sensitive Direct
Isolation and Detection of Circulating Tumor DNA

Recent studies have been conducted to efficiently obtain cancer-related clues
from patients in human body fluids to compensate the shortcomings of tissue biopsy.
Tumor-derived circulating cell-free DNA (cfDNA) in liquid biopsy is now recognized
for its potential as a noninvasive biomarker to predict cancer diagnosis, prognosis, and
responsiveness to drugs in many cancer patients. This paper focused on developing a
novel method for efficiently isolating small-fragmented cfDNA by using high
electrostatic

interactions

between

nano-materials

and

DNA.

Biotinylated

polyethylenimine conjugated polypyrrole nanowires (PEI conjugated Ppy-NWs) were
electrochemically fabricated and demonstrated their capability to efficiently isolate
DNA of various lengths as an easy and ultra-sensitive cfDNA extraction tool. And
poly-L-lysine which is another positively charged molecule was introduced to prove the
strong charge interaction between PEI and DNA. As a clinical application, I
demonstrated the excellence of PEI-NWs by comparing the concentrations of cfDNA
isolated from normal and breast cancer patients, bladder cancer patients, and lung cancer
patients with various extraction methods. In addition, this versatile material was able to
identify cancer-related mutations by evaluating and comparing the patient's mutation
status with a tissue biopsy using droplet digital PCR (ddPCR). The simple,
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ultra-sensitive nanowires could be applied to clinical samples to efficiently detect
mutations along with cfDNA concentrations.

Key words: circulating cell-free DNA, circulating tumor DNA, cationic nanowire,
conducting polymer, liquid biopsy.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Liquid biopsy
The most widely used cancer diagnostic techniques include imaging
techniques and tissue biopsy. Imaging techniques, including CT Scan, Nuclear
scan, MRI, and PET scan, take pictures inside the body to see if mass exists,
which usually require a large machine and cannot be distinguished if the mass is
less than 7 mm in size [1-2]. In addition, due to the high price, it is burdensome
to perform multiple inspections and difficult to determine the stage of cancer [3].
There is also a limit on the number of times that patients can be released by an
imaging energy. In tissue biopsy, samples are obtained through needle, endoscopy,
or surgery, and pathologists investigate the condition of cells and diagnose cancer
by observing cells under a microscope by tissue staining [1]. So far, tissue biopsy
has been used primarily for diagnosing cancer, however, a number of
shortcomings have been raised. First, consecutive biopsy causes discomfort to the
patient due to its invasiveness [4]. It also requires a sufficient amount of tissue
samples to conduct the examination, and importantly, there are some patients
who cannot be examined due to the difficulty in obtaining tissue [2, 5]. Second,
the limitation on genetic information cannot reflect tumor heterogeneity [2, 4, 5,
6]. Currently, one small tissue sample indicates representative results for patient’s
status, so there is a limit in predicting other clones that will cause metastasis [5].
Also, it is difficult to detect emergence of drug resistant subclones quickly,
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resulting in that there is a challenge in guiding clinical decision-making [4].
Third, it takes a long time to get the results and the high cost of conducting the
tests [2,4]. In addition, he turnaround time for examination can delay the timely
patient-care, especially for patients with advanced cancer.
Liquid biopsy is an emerging method of cancer diagnosis that can
replace or reinforce the limits in conventional methods [2, 4, 7]. It is a
noninvasive tool that enables diagnosis and prognosis of cancer and monitoring
of drugs responsiveness by using various substances (e.g., circulating cell-free
DNA (cfDNA), circulating tumor cells (CTCs), exosomes, and miRNAs) floating
around in body fluids such as blood, urine, cerebrospinal fluid, saliva, and so on
(Figure 1) [2, 4, 8]. Body fluids are relatively easy to obtain from patients who
are unable to obtain tissues repeatedly. Patients can be examined through samples
such as small amounts of blood or urine without removing tissue. Blood plasma
is generally used as a better source than serum because of the contamination by
DNA derived from leukocyte contained in the serum [4-5]. Also, urine is an
ultra-noninvasive source than other body fluids, which contains genetic
information through the circulation [9]. And there are few problems with tumor
heterogeneity [2, 6]. Liquid biopsy uses information about primary or metastatic
tumor combined by circulation, allowing comprehensive observation of global
status of the patient (Figure 2) [2, 8]. The real-time follow-up of patient
information with cancer-derived components provides customized care to
individual patients as well as gives a solution for rapid care through early
diagnosis [5, 6, 8]. However, there are still challenges to be solved due to the lack
2
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Figure 1. Tumor biomarkers of liquid biopsy. Various substances of circulating tumor cells (CTCs),
circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA), exosomes and microRNA (miRNA) are used in molecular
applications (Palmirotta et al., 2018).
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Figure 2. Liquid biopsy as a monitoring tool for drug responses and resistance. The primary tumor
changes according to the first-line therapy based on tissue biopsy can cause primary resistance,
leading to the metastasis. After subsequent therapy (a second-line) can induce secondary resistance.
In case of liquid biopsy, other clones leading to the resistance might be identified before clones
progress. Real-time monitoring can be available based on tumor-derived substances (circulating
tumor DNA (ctDNA), circulating tumor cells (CTCs) and etc.) (Heitzer, Ulz, & Geigl, 2015).
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of standardization and low concentrations of biomarkers [5, 7]. Therefore, in
liquid biopsy, it is the main key to isolate a small amount of biomarkers
efficiently.

1.1.1 Circulating cell free DNA (cfDNA)
cfDNA can be found in a variety of forms, such as histone or
vesicle-bound DNA, or free DNA fragments [8, 10]. Although the origin of
cfDNA is not obvious, small fragmented cfDNA which is an enrichment of 166
bp complexed with nucleosome circulating in the blood or urine have been
proposed to be produced by apoptosis or necrosis of the tumor cells and also
from normal cells (Figure 3) [4-8, 10]. Since the half-life is within two hours, it
contains real-time information of the patient's condition [4]. The concentration of
cfDNA is higher in cancer patients and more in patients with higher stages than
in the healthy people, relatively [6, 8, 10]. An analysis of the genetic mutation of
the circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA), which is tumor cell-derived small
fragments DNA and is a subset of cfDNA, enables a patient-specific treatment as
a biomarker along with the concentration of cfDNA [2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10]. It is
demonstrated that tumor tissue DNA and ctDNA has similar subclonal
architecture through analysis using genomic sequencing with patients from
small-cell lung cancer [11]. This supports that ctDNA can sufficiently replace
information from patients obtained from tissue biopsy. The most important thing
before analyzing the ctDNA is to isolate and detect the cfDNA more efficiently [5,
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7, 8]. The two most widely used kits for isolating cfDNA are QIAamp
Circulating Nucleic Acids Kit (QIAGEN) and Maxwell RSC ccfDNA Plasma Kit
(Beckman coulter) [4, 7, 12]. The most commonly used QIAGEN, which is based
on cfDNA binding to a silica membrane on a vacuum manifold, focuses on
genomic DNA that is longer than the fragmented DNA in plasma and requires
enough blood plasma or urine (> 1 mL) to detect [13]. And the RSC which is
magnetic beads-based methods can only be analyzed with its own machine and
has a low yield and purity [5]. It is necessary to introduce a more sensitive and

Figure 3. Origin of circulating cell-free DNA (cfDNA). cfDNA is released as free DNA fragments;
histone or vesicle-bound forms into the circulation system through apoptosis, necrosis or by normal
cells. It contains real-time profiles of patient’s condition because of its half-life (< 2 hr)(Aarthy,
Mani, Velusami, Sundarsingh, & Rajkumar, 2015).
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straightforward method that is cheap, and takes less time to isolate and detect
fragmented cfDNA.

1.1.2 Circulating tumor cells (CTCs)
Circulating tumor cells (CTCs) are intact, tumor-derived cells which are
released from primary or secondary tumor into the circulatory systems and also
cause the distant metastasis (Figure 4) [4, 8, 14]. For the metastasis of CTCs
from the primary tumor sites to distant tissue, the phenotypic changes of CTCs
occur through the epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT). During this
process, epithelial markers including EpCAM, cytokeratins, and E-cadherin are

Figure 4. Characteristics of circulating tumor cells (CTCs). Heterogeneous CTCs migrate from
primary tumor to metastatic tumor through blood circulation with epithelial to mesenchymal
transition (EMT) process. And clusters by combining several tumor cells can be found in patients at
advanced stages, indicating lower progression-free survival (PFS) and overall survival (OS). The
potential of CTCs is still under investigation (Poudineh et al. 2018, modified).
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down- regulated, and mesenchymal markers including vimentin and N-cadherin
are up-regulated [14]. CTCs are rarely found (one CTC per 106 to 107 leukocytes),
especially during early stages [4, 6]. In addition, CTCs can be clustered by
combining several tumor cells or with leukocytes, fibroblasts, endothelial cells
(Figure 4) [4]. Clusters are more likely formed than single CTCs when patients
are at advanced stage [14]. The technology of separating these small amounts of
cells can be an important breakthrough for genetic variation analysis using CTCs
[4, 6]. There are isolation methods based on the various characteristics of CTCs: ⅰ)
Physical filter, density gradient, dielectric, photoacoustic and microfluidic
devices using physical characteristics (size and density); ⅱ) Imaging cytometry
using high-throughput imaging techniques (scanning cells on slide); ⅲ) Batch
cell lysis, Microfluidic CTC-iChip, and immunomagnetic separation using
methods for depletion of leukocytes; ⅳ) CellSearch, Magsweeper, Microfluidic
CTC-Chip using an antibody capture method (the tumor-specific markers); ⅴ)
Epispot assays and Invasion assays using functional characteristics (protein
secretion, cell migration); and ⅵ) Immunomagnetic, nanobeads, nanostructures,
substrates in microchip using nanomaterials [4, 14]. The increase in the number
of CTCs is significant in poor prognosis such as shorter progression-free survival
(PFS) and overall survival (OS), along with cancer diagnosis [4, 6]. However,
there are still many issues to be overcome: the absence of a reliable biomarker of
CTCs; rareness of CTCs in circulation; difficulty in detection [4]. In particular,
there was an attempt to find the meaning through the SWOG0500 clinical trial,
but it was not significant [6]. Further research will be carried out along with
7
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advances in other areas such as single cell analysis.

1.1.3 Exosomes
Exosomes are nano-scaled vesicles that are released from cells consisting
of lipid bilayer, including noncoding RNAs, mRNAs, and either single-stranded
or double-stranded DNA. Exosomes are found in various bodily fluids (plasma,
urine, ascites, or saliva) and are known for various intracellular activities:
Promotion of EMT; proliferation, migration, and invasion of cancer cells;
supporting the angiogenesis; and the establishment of an immunosuppressive
niche [4]. Unlike other extracellular vesicles (EVs), they are small in size (40–

G
Figure 5. Biogenesis and cargos of exosomes. Exosomes are originated from inward budding of the
plasma membrane and produced with forms of multi vesicular bodies (MVBs) in the endosomal
pathway. It contains several proteins, as well as mRNAs, noncoding RNAs, and either
single-stranded or double-stranded DNA in the bilayer membrane. And they express surface
proteins (CD63, CD81, CD9, and tetraspanins) and other tumor-associated antigens. (major
histocompatibility complex, MHC) (Palmirotta et al., 2018).
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100 nm) and contain tumor-related molecules, and are involved in cellular
activities related to endosomal pathway (Figure 5) [3-4]. As the various
tumor-derived molecules are protected intact within the phospholipid bilayer,
research on exosomes have been carried out to use the diagnostic and prognostic
tool for monitoring the response of treatment. Ultracentrifugation is the most
widely used method for separating in size, density, and shape, but it takes a long
time and loss or contamination of exosomes are major problems. There are other
methods of size-based and precipitation, but immunoaffinity capture which is a
separating method using various proteins (CD63, CD81, and CD9 tetraspanins)
that are present on the surface is appropriate way to separate highly purified
exosomes [4]. These studies have led to efforts to analyze the genetic information
that exists within exosome and give timely treatment to patients.

1.1.4 microRNA (miRNA)
miRNAs are single-standard, non-coding RNAs with a length of 20 to 23
nucleotide and are involved in gene expression at the post-transcriptional level.
miRNAs are first released as precursors (pre-miRNAs) state, which are hairpins
(dsRNA) structure, and then cleaved by Drosha (ribonuclease) to primary
miRNAs (pri-miRNAs). Then Exportin-5 cleaves pri-miRNAs to be transported
from the nucleus to the cytoplasm, followed by Dicer (RNase III) cleaves the
terminal loop to the mature RNA (dsRNA). In combination with the
RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC), miRNAs functions as gene (dsRNA).
In combination with the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC), miRNAs
9
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functions as gene silencing regulators, with more than 2,500 mature miRNAs in
the human genome [3]. It is important to analyze these miRNA panels in cancer
research, because it enables a deeper understanding in controls of gene
expression, either as it serves to communicate between cells or as it regulates
gene expression in nearby or distant tissues. Some miRNAs circulate in body
fluids contained in exosomes, but most miRNAs are found to be a free-form
involved with argonaute-2 or a ribonucleoprotein complex to be protected [4].
Unlike healthy people, cancer patients are known to secrete miRNA with certain
miRNA patterns. Thus, there are many efforts to use miRNA as a cancer
biomarker and to use it as a diagnostic tool. However, more research needs to be
investigated because the specificity of the biomarker is not yet sufficient to be
established. And it is time to standardize the miRNAs for use as the cancer
biomarker, because miRNAs are heavily influenced by the lifestyle factors
(including smoking, physical activity, and diet) [3].

1.2 Conducting Polymer
Conducting polymer is a substance that has the high conductive properties
of metals as well as the lightness, ease of processing and low cost of
conventional polymers [15-17]. Depending on conductivity, the properties of
metal and semiconductor are changed, which can be adjusted according to the
doping material. Doping is the process of oxidizing neutral polymers (p-doping),
and using large molecules such as poly(sodium 4-styrenesulfonate) (PSS) and
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hyaluronic acid (HA) as the dopant makes them physically fit better and more
stable [15-16]. In particular, if PSS is used as a dopant, it makes the polymer
more soluble [18]. Polypyrrole (PPy), polythiophene (PT), polyaniline (PANI),
and poly(3,4 ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT) belong to the aromatic
conducting polymer (Figure 6) [15, 17]. In the previous study, the pyrrole was
able to make the robust nanowire relative to other substances [13, 17, 19].
Pyrrole can be fabricated to nanomaterials which have unique optical, electronic,
or mechanical properties in nano-scale (10−9 meter) by using a relatively
straightforward method, electrochemical polymerization [15-17, 20]. The three
electrode configuration which includes a reference, counter, and working
electrode allows current to flow through the anodic aluminum oxide (AAO)
template (Figure 7) [15-16, 20-21]. The template-based approach provides a
uniform and parallel nanowires [22]. When monomers, dopants and biotin are put
together in a solvent, the oxidation in working electrode causes reactions with
other monomers and creates insoluble biotinylated polymers. After etching the
AAO, individual-free nanowires can be obtained [19].
There are a variety of nanomaterials commonly used in the field of
biomedical science. Types of nanomaterial include nanoparticles, nanosheets,
nanorods, and nanowires [16]. Due to the following various advantages,
nanowires have received much attention in the biomedical field: ⅰ) They are light
and flexible in a thread-like morphology; ⅱ) Because they have a high radius of
rotation, nanowires can contact with various substances in a liquid at high
frequencies; ⅲ) The length can be adjusted for a particular purpose; and ⅳ) They
11
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G
Figure 6. Types and chemical structures of conducting polymer: Polyacetylene, polypyrrole,
polythiophene, poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PEDOT), and polyaniline (PANI) (Guimard,
Gomez, & Schmidt, 2007).

G
Figure 7. Schematic of the procedure for the fabrication of polypyrrole nanowires (Ppy-NWs)
using the anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) template-based synthesis. The polypyrrole in the AAO
pore is synthesized by polymerization when the monomer, the dopant, and the biotin are added to
the solvent together, using an electric stimulation device (potentiostat/galvanostat). Then, the
nanowires are aligned vertically through the process of removing the AAO using sodium
hydroxide.

G
are great for changing surfaces because of the high ratio of length to volume [13,
15, 16]. Among these features, changing surface molecules is an attractive
feature to functionalize the nanowires. In this paper, the cationic nanowire was
fabricated using polyethylenimine (PEI) for ultra-sensitive isolation and detection
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of circulating tumor DNA. In liquid biopsy, the key is to isolate and analyze a
small amount of cfDNA efficiently for monitoring the patient's condition. The
small lengths of cfDNA can be isolated by the charge interaction between
positively charged PEI conjugated Ppy-NWs and negatively charged cfDNA [19].
Also the mutation information can be detected using the droplet digital (ddPCR)
along with the concentration of cfDNA [4].

2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Surface-functionalized cationic polypyrrole nanowires and
nanoparticles
2.1.1 Fabrication of cationic polyethylenimine conjugated
polypyrrole nanowires (PEI conjugated Ppy-NWs)
One side of AAO template (Whatman; 200 nm pore) was sputter-deposited
with an Au layer approximately 250 nm thick at 5 × 10–3 mbar and 30 mA for
900 sec by bench-top sputter coater (Quorum, Q150T). All electrochemical
polymerization was carried out through cyclic voltammetry (0 to 1.5 v potential
range at a scan rate of 200 mV/s) and chronoamperometry (1.5 V vs. Ag/AgCl)
for 7 min using an electrical stimulation device (potentiostat/galvanostat)
(BioLogic SP-150/50) in three electrode configurations, which includes a
reference (Ag/AgCl), counter (platinum wire), working electrode. Polypyrrole
(Ppy) was vertically polymerized in the 200 nm pores of the AAO template in a
mixture of 0.01 M poly(sodium-4-styrenesulfate) (PSS) and 0.01 M pyrrole
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containing 1 mM biotin. The AAO template was then rinsed with ultrapure water
twice and etched with 2 M Sodium hydroxide (NaOH) for 3 hr to obtain a
free-standing biotinylated Ppy-NWs. Next, ultra-sonication was conducted in an
ultrasonic bath at room temperature (RT) to produce free biotinylated Ppy-NWs
for 15 sec, 30 sec, 300 sec, and 900 sec according to lengths, respectively. After
that, the carboxylic acid groups of biotinylated Ppy-NWs were activated by
adding 100 mM N-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-N-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride
(EDC) and 50 mM N-Hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) for 45 min. Subsequently,
these Ppy-NWs were incubated with streptavidin from Streptomyces avidinii (10
μg/mL in distilled water) for 45 minutes and rinsed with ultrapure water. Finally,
the streptavidin-terminated Ppy-NWs were immersed at 4 ℃ overnight in 10 mM
biotinylated PEI solution for the preparation of cationic polyethylenimine
conjugated NWs (PEI conjugated Ppy-NWs). After washing with ultrapure water
twice followed by centrifugation, the final NWs were dispersed in ultrapure
water and stored at RT.

2.1.2 Fabrication of cationic poly-L-lysine conjugated polypyrrole
nanowires (PLL conjugated Ppy-NWs)
For equivalent comparisons with PEI-NWs, a pool of biotinylated
Ppy-NWs of the same length was prepared. After completing the same process as
the PEI conjugated Ppy-NWs until the streptavidin reaction, Poly-L-lysine
instead of PEI was incubated to fabricate cationic poly-L-lysine conjugated
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Ppy-NWs (PLL conjugated Ppy-NWs) for comparing cfDNA capture capability.

2.1.3 Fabrication of polyethylenimine conjugated polypyrrole
nanoparticles (PEI conjugated Ppy-NPs)
For the synthesis of PEI conjugated Ppy-NPs, 0.5 g of polyvinyl
pyrrolidone (MW 29,000) (PVP) was dissolved in 12.5 mL of distilled water and
then stirred using magnetic stirrer at RT for 0.5 hr. Subsequently, 65 μL of
pyrrole was added to PVP solution with gentle stirring for 10 min. After that, 400
mg of Sodium hyaluronate (40 K) (HA) was added first and then 500 μL of
iron(III) chloride hexahydrate (0.75 g/mL) quickly added after 1 min, allowed to
polymerize for 3 hr at RT. The products were purified through dialysis for 2 days.
After purification, HA conjugated Ppy-NPs solution was diluted in 10 mL
distilled water and stored at RT until use. Next, approximately 500 μL of HA
conjugated Ppy-NPs were mixed in 2 mL of 260 mM EDC and 210 mM NHS for
3 hr at 1,000 rpm using micromixer (Eppendorf, Thermomixer C) and then
excess chemicals were removed by centrifugation at 15,000 rpm for 15 min. Next,
10 mM biotinylated PEI solution was added to the prepared HA conjugated
Ppy-NPs and incubated at 4 ℃ overnight. Finally, the resulting solution was
centrifuged again at 15,000 rpm for 15 min to wash out unreacted reagents 2
times.

2.2 Characterization of PEI-NWs, PEI-NPs and PLL-NWs
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In the case of nanowires, the length was adjusted using a sonicator
(Branson, 2510 Ultrasonic Cleaner) and then average value was obtained by
measuring the length and number of nanowires using microchip (Disposable
microchip type hemocytometer, Nanoentek) under a microscope. On the other
hand, the average diameter and number of nanoparticles was measured
approximately using nanoparticle tracking analysis instrument (NTA) (Malvern,
NanoSight NS 300). Next, the morphology of nanowires and nanoparticles were
investigated using a field emission scanning electron microscope (JSM 7800F,
JEOL). The surface charge of PEI-NWs and PLL-NWs were measured with a
zeta potential analyzer (Zetasizer Nano ZS, Malvern).

2.3 Ninhydrin assay
Ninhydrin assay was used to quantify the primary and secondary amine
groups of PEI or PLL conjugated Ppy-NWs. For the preparation of standard
curve, stock solution of glycine was prepared at a concentration of 200 mM.
Using the stock solution (200 mM), a standard curve was designed for 50 units
from 0 mM to 200 mM. After adding 100 μL of sample and standard solution
into 96-well plate, followed by adding 75 μL of ninhydrin reagent. Next, the
aldehyde and carbon dioxide was formed in the heating step at 60 ℃ for 30
minutes. Subsequently, the sample was cooled and 100 μL of stabilizing solution
(50 % EtOH) was added. A chemical transformation of ninhydrin due to reaction
with amino acid changes color from originally yellow to deep purple, measured
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absorbance at 570 nm.

2.4 Cell culture
Lung cancer cell lines (H460, H1975, HCC2279) were purchased from
the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) and cultured in Roswell Park
Memorial Institute (RPMI)-1640 containing 10 % of fetal bovine serum (FBS)
and 100 units/mL of penicillin/streptomycin in a humidified incubator with 5 %
of CO2 at 37 °C. Cell culture reagents were purchased from Thermo Scientific
(Waltham, MA, USA) and WelGene (Daegu, Korea).
Genomic DNA was extracted from lung cancer cell lines by using the
QIAamp DNA Mini Kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) according to the
manufacturer’s protocol. Harvested cell pellet was resuspended in phosphate
buffered saline (PBS) and lysed using proteinase K and a lysis buffer. After
incubation at 56 °C for 10 min, 200 μL ethanol (96–100 %) was added to the
sample. Nucleic acid bound to the silica membrane was washed using two kinds
of wash buffer by applying centrifugation. In the final process, gDNA was
obtained and fragmented into small lengths by using a bioruptor. DNA
concentration and purity were measured using a NanoDrop ND-1000
spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific).

2.5 DNA capture and release method
2.5.1 Evaluation of DNA capture efficiency by lengths of PEI-NWs
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and PEI-NPs
Initially, synthetic T790M mutant DNA (Epidermal growth factor
receptor (EGFR) exon20 mutant, 162 bp) was ex vivo spiked into PBS and
normal blood plasma at a concentration of 50 ng/mL. To compare the capture
capabilities of PEI-NWs by lengths and PEI-NPs, all types of materials were
diluted in the similar amounts of amine groups (30 – 40 μM) with the ninhydrin
assay and the same amount of volume (1.45 × 106 units/200 μL) was added into
the spiked PBS and normal plasma. Next, shaking at room temperature for 30
min, samples were centrifuged at 10,000 rpm for 3 min. In case of PBS-based
experiment, the supernatant of sample was calculated as the value excluded from
the initial concentration. On the other hand, plasma-based samples were lysed
using cfDNA lysis buffer containing 1x Tris-EDTA (TE) buffer, ACL buffer
(Qiagen), proteinase K (Qiagen), and 1 M dithiothreitol (DTT) for 20 min at
60 ℃. Next, sample were washed using 1x TE buffer two times and eluted to 50
μL in 1 M Tris-Hydrochloride (Tris-HCl) via mixing for 20 min at RT [23]. For
the quantification of captured DNA, isolated DNA was quantified using
PicoGreen assay according to the manufacturer’s protocol. The interactions
between PEI conjugated Ppy-NWs (middle-sized and very short-sized NWs) and
DNA (EGFR exon20 T790M synthetic DNA) were visualized by examining
PicoGreen fluorescence under at 200 × and 400 × magnification using an
Olympus BX51 microscope (Tokyo, Japan) linked with total imaging solution
software (IMTcamCCD5 PLUS, IMT i-Solution Inc., ON, Canada). Synthetic
T790M mutant duplex DNA was fabricated from Macrogen (Seoul, Korea).
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2.5.2 Evaluation of DNA capture efficiency according to
surface-functionalization
In order to compare DNA capture efficiencies of two kinds of cationic
functionalized nanowires, PEI-NWs and PLL-NWs with similar lengths and
similar concentration of 1st and 2nd amine groups were used. First, various
concentrations (50–500 ng/mL) of genomic DNAs and fragmented DNAs from
H460, H1975 and HCC2279 (lung cancer cell line) were ex vivo spiked into the
PBS. Next, mixing step at RT for 30 min was performed which gave nanowire
and DNA enough time to interact, followed by centrifugation at 10,000 rpm for 3
min. Subsequently, the supernatant of sample that contains the non-binding DNA
was collected, and then PicoGreen assay was conducted to quantify the excluded
value.

2.6 Sample collection and preparation
Whole blood from healthy donors or patients with lung cancer and breast
cancer was collected in Vacutainer tubes (Becton and Dickinson) containing the
anti-coagulant EDTA by using procedures approved by the NCC Institutional
Review Board (IRB). To separate blood plasma, the collected blood was
centrifuged at 3,000 × g for 10 min. The plasma was stored in cryostat tubes at
-80 °C until use. Urine samples from bladder cancer patients, cystitis patients and
healthy volunteers were collected from at the National Cancer Center Hospital
(Goyang, Korea) according to procedures approved by the NCC Institutional
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Review Board (IRB). Immediately, the collected urine samples were aliquoted
and stored at −20 °C until use. For clinical applications, blood samples were
collected from 2 healthy volunteers and 14 patients with lung cancers and breast
cancers and urine samples were collected from 3 healthy volunteers, 4 patients
with bladder cancers and 8 patients with cystitis.

2.7 Extraction of cfDNA from patient blood and urine
For extraction of cfDNA, PEI conjugated Ppy-NWs (2.9 × 106 units/400
μL) and PLL conjugated Ppy-NWs (same units) was added to 500 μL of plasma,
followed by micromixing for 30 min at RT. After centrifugation, the
NWs/cfDNA complexes were incubated in 200 μL of cfDNA lysis buffer
consisting of 1x TE buffer, ACL buffer (Qiagen), Proteinase K, and 1 M DTT for
20 min at 60 °C. The NWs/cfDNA complexes were washed twice with 1x TE
buffer after centrifugation and incubated in 50 μL of 10 mM Tris-HCl (pH 11)
for 20 min to extract cfDNA from NWs. Finally, the cfDNA was recovered by
separation using centrifuge and stored at –20 °C until use for analysis.
For comparison of extraction methods, the QIAamp circulating nucleic
acid kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) was used to extract cfDNA from plasma.
Initially, 500 μL of PBS was added to 500 μL of blood plasma (total 1 mL) and
mixed with 100 μL of proteinase K and 800 μL of buffer ACL, followed by
gentle mixing. After incubation for 30 min at 60 °C, the sample was purified
through a silica membrane binding method by applying vacuum pressure.
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Following wash steps using buffer AW1, AW2, and Ethanol (EtOH), fragmented
DNA is eluted with the elution buffer. The approach of extraction using urine
samples is the same method and only doubled the volume of the urine.

2.8 Droplet Digital PCR (ddPCR) analysis
To detect EGFR mutations in cfDNA from lung cancer patients which
includes exon19 E746-A750 deletion or exon 21 L858R point mutation, ddPCR
was performed using a QX200 ddPCR system according to the manufacturer’s
protocol (BioRad, Hercules, CA, USA). ddPCR introduces water-oil emulsion
technology to partition the sample into a droplet and cause PCR reaction (Figure
8A). The target sequence is labeled and amplified using the two color detection
system, FAM (mutant sequence) and HEX (wild-type sequence) reporter
fluorophore. The fluorescence of the reporter is quenched by the proximity to the
quencher, and the amplification reaction (annealing/extension) causes the
reporter from the quencher, resulting in a fluorescence signal (Figure 8B).
QX200 droplet reader indicates the fluorescence value of positive droplets, which
has at least one copy of the target DNA sequence, against the negative droplets.
PCR amplified droplets are analyzed with channel 1 fluorescence FAM and
channel 2 fluorescence HEX in a 2-D plot. Results are analyzed in four groups
after setting the threshold in four quarters: FAM negative, HEX negative
(double-negative); FAM positive, HEX negative; FAM negative, HEX positive;
FAM positive, HEX positive (double-positive) (Figure 8C).
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Processes were implemented in 20 μL volumes using 10 μL of ddPCR
supermix no UTP (BioRad), 1 μL of ddPCR FAM probe (each of EGFR mutant,
BioRad), 1 μL of ddPCR HEX probe (each of wild type, BioRad) and 8 μL of
template. After the droplets were generated, 40 μL of the droplets were moved
into a 96-well PCR plate, followed by PCR process to amplification (95 °C for
10 min, 40 cycles of 94 °C for 30 s and 58 °C for 1 min, followed by 98 °C for
10 min and holding at 4 °C). Subsequently, the amplified alleles from cfDNA
were found and quantified using QuantaSoft software (BioRad). For the mutation
detection, the thresholds were set manually using fragmented DNA based on the
negative control from A549 and the positive control from H1975, or HCC2279
cells. Primers and probes were purchased from BioRad Laboratories and
followed the manufacturer's protocol.

3. Results
3.1 Synthesis of nanowires and nanoparticles
Ppy-NWs were electrochemically polymerized by doping large amounts
of biotin and PSS into a polypyrrole backbone. For further modification of
polymeric nanowires, biotin was added into polypyrrole matrices as immobilized
form to make streptavidin-biotin complex. Using this complex, polyethylenimine
(PEI) or poly-L-lysine (PLL) were connected to nanowire or nanoparticle, which
functions as a positive charge on the surface because of the existence of amine
groups. A hypothesis is that PEI with branched forms of amine groups would
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Figure 8. Illustration of the droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) principle. (A) DNA sequences labeled
with FAM (mutant DNA) and HEX (wild-type DNA) reporter are distributed into droplets at
random and then amplified in a thermal cycler. (B) The reporter, which is proximate to the
quencher, is released through the process of annealing and extension step, representing a
fluorescence signal. (C) PCR amplified sequences are analyzed in a 2-D plot in quadrant. (a) FAM
negative, HEX negative (double-negative); (b) FAM positive, HEX negative; (c) FAM negative,
HEX positive; (d) FAM positive, HEX positive (double-positive) (Droplet Digital PCR
Applications Guide, BioRad).
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Figure 9.Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of polyethylenimine conjugated Ppy-NWs
(PEI-NWs) and polyethylenimine conjugated Ppy-NPs (PEI-NPs). (A) After sonication under four
conditions (15 sec, 30 sec, 300 sec, and 900 sec), nanowires of each lengths were fabricated. They
were divided into four groups (Long, Middle, Short, Very short) by average length under a
microscope (scale bar, 10 μm). (B) PEI-NPs were assembled with an average diameter of 200nm or
more due to aggregation. (Left : scale bar, 100 nm; Right : scale bar, 1 μm). (C) The number (1.19 x
1011 units/mL) and average diameter (213.3 ± 3.2 nm) of NPs were measured roughly using
nanoparticle tracking analysis instrument (NTA).
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have a stronger positive charge to allow a higher DNA capture ability than
PLL-NWs and that the capability could be adjusted according to length. For
identification of the ability by length, PEI-NWs in four groups of different
lengths was created by using sonicator and an average length was measured using
a microchip under a microscope. Through sonication for 15 sec, 30 sec, 300 sec,
and 900 sec, an average length is 25.50 μm, 17.05 μm, 11.60 μm, and 5.20 μm
with a diameter of 200 nm, respectively. As shown in Figure 9A, PEI-NWs along
length was shown in FE-SEM and in the relevant table. And PEI-NPs were
produced to have a basic diameter of 50 to 100 nm, which was identified by the
aggregation as being two to three times longer (Figure 9B). Based on the
measurement of the length and number of PEI-NPs using nanoparticle tracking
analysis (NTA), the average diameter was 200 nm and the concentration was 1.19
× 1011 units/mL (Figure 9C).

3.2 DNA capture efficiency of PEI-NWs according to length and
PEI-NPs
Initially, for comparison of the different sized PEI-NWs and PEI-NPs
under the same conditions, ninhydrin assay was conducted to adjust 1st and 2nd
amine groups to being similar concentration from 30 to 40 μM (Figure 10A).
Next, EGFR exon20 T790M mutant DNA was manufactured in 126 base-pair (bp)
and applied in experiments to use similar size with cfDNA (Figure 10B). After
synthetic DNA was spiked into PBS at a concentration of 50 ng/mL, PEI
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nanomaterials (PEI-NWs and PEI-NPs) were immediately applied to compare the
capture capability. Figure 10C shows that middle-sized NWs (17 μm) have the
highest capture efficiency of more than 95 percent. It has about 1.5 times higher
capturing capability than very short nanowires and nanoparticles. The difference
in capture capability was determined by the formation of NWs/DNA complex via
a fluorescent microscope. Middle-sized NWs efficiently held DNA through the
interaction between nanowires, but in very short-sized NWs, they did not form
the complex between nanowires, which allowed to reduce the ability to DNA
capture (Figure 11A). To further proof, the capture efficiency in normal plasma
(DNA spiked) was also demonstrated by the same experiment in PBS. The results
were similar to those tested on PBS, in Figure 10D. In a plasma-based
experiment, in Figure 11B, the NWs/DNA complex was observed with
PicoGreen dye, and the results showed that the complex was well formed over
the middle length (> 17 μm), suggesting that sufficient length should be ensured
to form complex to protect DNA. Nanowire-based platform bound and protected
DNA through forming NWs/DNA complex while conventional DNA extraction
methods were progressed in lyse-bind-elute step [19]. Interestingly, the amount
of captured DNA was significantly reduced after the lysis step was carried out
before the binding of NWs/DNA was formed (Figure 12C). PEI conjugated
Ppy-NW (positive charge) is likely to cause strong electrostatic interaction with
DNA (negative charge) and prevents degradation of the captured DNA. Also,
figure 12A, B shows that DNA was clearly separated from the nanowire by
eluting in Tris-HCl buffer at pH 11 after the bind-lysis process. The electrostatic
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Figure 10.G Analysis of DNA capture efficiencies using PEI-NWs by length and PEI-NPs. (A)
Quantification of the 1st and 2nd amine groups of PEI-NWs and PEI-NPs by ninhydrin assay.
Concentration of amine groups was adjusted to similar concentration from 30 to 40 μM on a
standard curve. (B) For identification of DNA size, agarose gel (2 %) electrophoresis was
conducted with synthetic T790M mutant duplex DNA (126 bp), and DNA ladder (low-range
(10-100 bp), middle-range (100 bp-2 kb), and high-range (3.5-21 kb)). Synthetic DNA size is
similar to cfDNA in small fragments. (C) For demonstration which materials can capture DNA
more efficiently, duplex DNA (EGFR exon20 T790M) was spiked into PBS. At a concentration of
50 ng/mL, middle-NWs was superior to the others. (D) In healthy plasma experiments,
middle-NWs had highest capture efficiency although the percentage was slightly lower in plasma.
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Figure 11. Validation of capturing DNA using nanowire-based platform through the formation of
NWs/DNA complex. Fluorescence images of middle-NWs/DNA complex (top), and very
short-NWs/DNA complex (bottom) (scale bar, 20 μm) (Ý 400). (A) Synthetic T790M duplex
DNA (126 bp) was spiked into PBS, immediately middle-NWs and very short-NWs were added.
After enough time to interact, DNA was stained using a PicoGreen dye. Very short-NWs/DNA
complex was not detected, while there were many middle-NWs/DNA complex. (B) Synthetic DNA
(T790M duplex) was spiked into normal plasma, as same process to PBS. In the plasma, a small
amount of very short-NWs/DNA complex was formed with various biomolecules than PBS.

interaction between nanowires and DNA was weakened due to high pH and only
nanowires were precipitated in aggregates using the centrifuge. The experiment
indicates that the ability to capture the DNA was the highest in the M-NWs.
Therefore, the most efficient middle-sized NWs were used in further
experiments.
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Figure 12. Comparisons of the order in which nanowires interact with DNA. Conventional DNA
extraction methods were conducted in lysis step before binding, whereas the NWs-based platform
protected DNA with complex before lysis step. Synthetic DNA (T790M duplex, 126 bp) was spiked
into normal plasma. (A) DNA was stained using PicoGreen dye with middle-NWs complex. (B)
DNA was separated from NWs after lysis and release steps. (C) DNA was not detected after
lysis-bind step (conventional methods) at 200 × magnification using a fluorescence microscope
(scale bar, 50 μm).

3.3 Assessment of cfDNA capture efficiency of PEI-NWs and
PLL-NWs
Next, another cationic NWs, poly-L-lysine-NWs (PLL-NWs) (linear,
MW 150,000~300,000), were introduced to elucidate the intensity of positive
charge on the functionalized surface. Middle-sized biotinylated NWs which were
proved to capture DNA most efficiently were produced in two kinds of positively
charged NWs (PEI conjugated NWs and PLL conjugated NWs). Both types are
cationic NWs with amines, and PEI-NWs (branched, MW ~25,000) have the
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higher extent of structural features than PLL-NWs, expecting that it can form
more complexes with DNA and capture DNA efficiently (Figure 13A). The
concentration of the 1st and 2nd amine group was kept similar due to a similar
number of the molecule attached to the biotin through ninhydrin assay. And the
potential (mV) of substance was measured by means of zeta potential analyzer.
As shown in Figure 13B, similar amines were detected in 100 μL (40 – 45 μM),

G
Figure 13. Characterization of two cationic nanowires. (A) The chemical structure of two chemical
materials that function the surface of nanowires. Left: branched-polyethylenimine (PEI), Right:
poly-L-lysine (PLL). (B) For comparisons of difference in functionalized surface of PEI-NWs and
PLL-NWs, two kinds of cationic nanowires with amines were characterized using ninhydrin assay
and zeta potential assay. When ninhydrin assay was carried out, 40 – 45 μM amines were detected
in 100 μL. However, PEI-NWs were 5 times higher in zeta potential results, because of branched
form of PEI-NWs (Ninhydrin assay, μM; zeta potential, mV).
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but the zeta potential result was 5 times higher in PEI-NWs. For validation of
capture ability, three types of lung cancer cell lines (H460, H1975, HCC2279)
were used at various concentrations. Each cell line was investigated by dividing
it into genomic DNA (gDNA) and fragmented DNA (fDNA), and fDNA has the
characteristics of small fragments DNA in range of 100 to 800 bp similar to
cfDNA (Figure 14A). The experiment showed that at 50 ng/mL, 100 ng/mL, 300
ng/mL, and 500 ng/mL, the efficiency of the PEI-NWs was high in percentage
than PLL-NWs in Figure 14B (PBS-based experiment). In addition to gDNA
targeted by conventional DNA extraction, fDNA which has small lengths as
similar with tumor-derived cfDNA can also be isolated in the NWs-based
platform. Because of the branched form of PEI-NWs, the electrostatic interaction
with DNA is stronger, which results in higher efficiency than the linear
PLL-NWs.

3.4 Isolation of cfDNA from patient sample
The NWs-based platform in clinical utility was examined by assessing
their ability to isolate cfDNA from the plasma of patients with breast cancer (BC)
and lung cancer (LC); from the urine of patients with bladder cancer (BDC) and
cystitis (CT); and from the healthy donors (Table 1-4). In Figure 15A and Table 1,
the concentration of cfDNA extracted was compared in breast cancer patient by
two NWs-platforms (PEI-NWs and PLL-NWs). When the cfDNA from the
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Figure 14. DNA capture efficiency of two kinds of cationic nanowires. For investigation of capture
efficiencies of middle-sized PEI-NWs and PLL-NWs, lung cancer cell line DNA was spiked into
PBS. (A) The size of genomic DNA (gDNA) and fragmented DNA (fDNA) from H460, H1975 and
HCC2279 was identified using agarose gel (2 %) electrophoresis. gDNA was 3.5–21 kb in size and
fDNA was 100–800 bp in size. DNA ladder (low-range (10-100 bp), middle-range (100 bp-2 kb),
and high-range (3.5-21 kb)). (B) DNA of lung cancer cell lines (H460, H1975, HCC2279) was
extracted using the QIAamp DNA Mini Kit. gDNA and fDNA were ex vivo spiked into the PBS at
various concentrations (50–500 ng/mL) and PEI-NWs was superior to PLL-NWs in capture
percentage.
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Figure 15. An ultra-sensitive NWs-based platform for isolation of cfDNA from cancer patients. (A)
Measurement of the cfDNA concentration of Breast cancer patients from blood plasma using
PEI-NWs and PLL-NWs. (B) Comparisons of the cfDNA concentration of bladder cancer patient
from urine and healthy volunteers using PEI-NWs and Qiagen kit. (C) cfDNA concentration of
cystitis patients from urine (PEI-NWs and Qiagen kit). (D) Validation of a highly sensitive
PEI-NWs extraction of cfDNA from patients with lung cancer. The amount of isolated DNA was
PEI-NWs, PLL-NWs and Qiagen Kit in order from a small amount of sample (500 μL).

sample was eluted at Tris-HCl buffer (pH 11) using PLL-NWs, it did not show up
to 93 % and as little as 78 % of yield than PEI-NWs. Also, the concentration of
the cfDNA isolated in the plasma from healthy volunteers was measured slightly
lower than the cfDNA from the patient. As same results of isolating the spiked
DNA from various cell lines in PBS with two NWs-based platforms, PEI-NWs
were more appropriate to efficiently capture cfDNA floating in patient plasma.
Next, by comparing with the most widely used methods of extracting cfDNA,
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QIAamp circulating nucleic acid kit (Qiagen kit), the capability of PEI-NWs was
verified. The concentration of cfDNA was measured with PicoGreen assay which
was extracted using the PEI-NWs and Qiagen kit on the basis of 1 mL urine from
the four BDC patients, three healthy donors, and eight CT patients. For BDC
patients, except for patients BDC #4, the concentration was higher when the
cfDNA was isolated with PEI-NW as shown in Figure 15B and Table 2. When
comparing the cfDNA from the urine of healthy people and patients, there was
not much correlation. Similarly, when comparing the cfDNA obtained from the
urine sample of cystitis patients, the results of PEI-NWs were superior to Qiagen
kit, with the exception of the patient CT #7 (Figure 15C and Table 3). Finally, the
cfDNA concentration comparison for five LC patients was compared in all three
methods using PEI-NWs, PLL-NWs and Qiagen kit. Unlike urine samples, a
small amount of sample (500 μL) was used because the amount of plasma
samples was relatively limited. Figure 15D, Table 4 shows that the concentration
of cfDNA was in the order of PEI-NWs, PLL-NWs and Qiagen Kit. It was
demonstrated that the extraction capacity of the Qiagen kit was inferior when a
small amount of sample (>1 mL) was used. Only 50 % or less cfDNA was
captured compared to those isolated from the PEI-NWs with the highest
efficiency. For the PEI-NWs based platform, reliable results can be obtained in
relatively small clinical samples, low cost and in a simple way to extract cfDNA.

3.5 Analysis of mutation status from lung cancer patients
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So far, the PEI-NWs (17 μm, middle) have been proved to optimally
isolate cfDNA by forming the complex with it by electrostatic interaction
compared to other extraction methods. For clinical application, it is necessary to
analyze the mutation status of tumor-derived DNA contained within the cfDNA
to determine the status of patient information. For identifying EGFR mutation,
700 μL of plasma obtained from five LC patients was used by directly isolated

Figure 16. Detection of EGFR mutation (E746-A750 deletion) in cfDNA obtained of patients with
lung cancer, NSCLC #6, from plasma using PEI-NWs and Qiagen kit. The analysis was carried out
using droplet digital PCR (ddPCR). PEI-NWs detected 0.5 copies/μL for EGFR exon 19 with a
fractional abundance of 14 % was evaluated as same in tissue biopsy. Qiagen kit did not detect any
mutation.
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each with PEI-NWs and Qiagen Kit, using droplet digital PCR (ddPCR). As
shown in Figure 16, the EGFR exon19 (E746-A750 deletion) mutation as same
in tumor tissue was identified by ddPCR from the PEI nanowire-based platform
in the NWs/cfDNA complexes. After analyzing the results, 0.5 copies/μL for
EGFR exon19 (E746-A750 del) with a fractional abundance of 14 % was
evaluated in cfDNA from patient NSCLC #6. Similarly, as a result of using

Figure 17. Detection of EGFR mutation (exon21 L858R) in cfDNA obtained of patients with lung
cancer, NSCLC #7, from plasma using PEI-NWs and Qiagen kit (ddPCR analysis). PEI-NWs: 1.5
copies/μL for EGFR exon 21 (a fractional abundance: 63 %), as same in tissue biopsy. Qiagen kit: 0
copies/μL for EGFR exon 21.
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Figure 18. ddPCR analysis for detection of EGFR exon21 L858R mutation in cfDNA isolated from
plasma of patients with lung cancer, NSCLC #8. PEI-NWs and Qiagen kit were used to compare
the performance of isolating cfDNA from plasma. The results showed that PEI-NWs detected 0.8
copies/μL for EGFR exon21 (a fractional abundance: 47 %), as same in tissue biopsy and Qiagen
kit detected 0.33 copies/μL for EGFR exon 21 (a fractional abundance: 1.3 %).

PEI-NWs, the NSCLC #7 and the NSCLC #8 patients were shown 1.5 copies/μL
and 0.8 copies/μL for EGFR exon21 (L858R) mutation, with a fractional
abundance of 63 % and 47 %, respectively (Figure 17, 18). In the extraction from
Qiagen kit, the mutation was detected with a relatively low sensitivity, which is
well summarized in Table 5. For tissue biopsy results, PEI-NW showed the same
result even though it was a small amount of sample, whereas the Qiagen kit only
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matched the results of one patient.

Table 1. Information of cfDNA analysis from 5 breast cancer patients and 2 healthy donors. The
mass size obtained through the tissue biopsy and the concentration of cfDNA extracted in two ways
(PEI-NWs and PLL-NWs).

G

Table 2.Information of cfDNA analysis from 4 bladder cancer patients and 3 healthy donors. Urine
cytology (positive, atypical cell, and suggestive of malignancy) and the concentration of cfDNA
isolated in two methods (PEI-NWs and Qiagen kit).

G
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Table 3. Information of cfDNA analysis from 8 patients with cystitis. Urine cytology (gross
hematuria) and the concentration of cfDNA eluted in two methods (PEI-NWs and Qiagen kit).

G

Table 4. Information of cfDNA analysis from 9 lung cancer patients. It indicates primary tissue
biopsy and concentrations, and mutation type of cfDNA extracted from two methods (PEI-NWs,
and Qiagen kit). * NA : Not available, Insufficient sample quantity

G

G
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Table 5. Comparison of cfDNA mutation status extracted in the plasma from 5 patients with lung
cancer between the PEI conjugated Ppy-NWs method and a conventional Qiagen kit.

G

4. Discussion
Circulating cell-free DNA (cfDNA) secreted from the tumor cell contains
information about the patient's whole genome, which is a collection of patient
information, not fragmentary information [2, 4, 5, 6, 8]. In 2018, Nong et al
demonstrated that paired tumor DNA and similar subclonal architecture were
observed as a result of sequencing ctDNA [11]. Thus, analyzing cfDNA that
moves around the body provides global profile to patients, enabling them to react
to the drug and follow-up of the patient's condition.
cfDNA, which normally floats through the bloodstream, is a form of
small fragments from ~200 bp by apoptosis [4-8, 10]. Also, cfDNA contained in
urine is divided into two types depending on its size: ⅰ) 1 kbp or more
high-molecular weight DNA, and ⅱ) low-molecular weight DNA circulating at
150-250 bp by an apoptotic cell [9]. In the case of conventional methods, it
extracts cfDNA which usually target large-sized genomic DNA, based on 1 mL
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from a plasma or urine. As the input volume increases, the total cfDNA yield also
increases. However, if the amount of samples is insufficient depending on the
patient's condition, diagnosis must be carried out with 1 mL or below. A
commonly used Qiagen kit indicates a low yield, in case that an insufficient
sample (< 1 mL) is used [7]. So it is necessary to introduce a novel method to
capture cfDNA of various sizes in small quantities.
In this paper, PEI-NWs, a cationic nanowire, was produced as a tool that
isolates the DNA representing a negative charge, and the optimal length (17 μm)
was confirmed (Figure 9-10). A novel method using PEI-NWs, which have high
positive charge because of branched-polyethylenimine containing multiple
amines with synergistic effects, were found to show higher efficiency. In order to
verify the potential of PEI conjugated Ppy-NWs, capture efficiency was
identified by introducing the synthetic mutant DNA of 126 bp and the genomic
DNA and fragmented DNA extracted from the lung cancer cell lines (Figure
10-14). In order to verify this in depth, a fluorescent dye has been used to prove
that the nanowire and DNA form a complex and protect the DNA from damage
by a lysis step in the PBS and normal plasma (Figure 11-12). These results
explicitly indicate that positively charged nanowires that functionalize the surface
chemical structure are tools that allow to analyze concentrations of cfDNA from
patients (Figure 15) and mutations through isolation (Figure 16-18), which is
more efficient than other DNA extraction methods. As Table 5 shows, the EGFR
mutations of cfDNA extracted from a small amount of plasma indicate that more
mutations can be detected in all five samples with PEI conjugated Ppy-NWs.
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Using this tool, it will detect not only concentration or mutation but also
microsatellite alterations, methylation, and copy number aberration in the future
[10]. Therefore, it will be applied with other technologies to enable more
patient-specific precision treatments.

5. Conclusion

In this study, I introduced pyrrole to produce a nanowire as a tool for
separating cfDNA from human body fluids quickly, easily and efficiently, and
made a positive charged nanowire by functioning the surface with
polyethylenimine. After comparing the DNA capture capabilities along the length
to determine the optimal length, the excellence of PEI-NWs as the cfDNA
extraction method was verified by comparison with other extraction methods. In
addition, ctDNA analysis derived from the tumor was compared with the
mutations from the patients with the primary tissue biopsy to confirm the
consistency of the information. This tool could be used to isolate cfDNA for
research purposes or for clinical purposes. And it can compare the genetic
information contained in the patient˅ genome, ultimately leading to better results
in early diagnosis or prognosis.
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